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The more I say this quote, the more I write this quote, the more I
come to realise the importance of play in a child's life and the
therapeutic powers that play brings. Children communicate through
play, it is their language. A parent or practitioner who gains a greater
awareness of a child's attachment an developmental needs (when
explained in simple enough terms), leads to greater motivation to
learn the parenting and teaching tools which hold the value of the
care giver / child relationship at the core.

For both parents and practitioners alike identifying and meeting a
child’s needs, helps children feel more settled, less stressed and
allows them to return to a more calm and balanced state.

The importance of play…
In this week’s guest blog we hear from Deirdre, a play therapist based in
Ireland, who shares the therapeutic benefits of play and some handy play
tips and activities. 

"Birds fly, fish swim, children play"
Garry L. Landreth, Play Therapy: The

Art of the Relationship



Understanding children….
We love this infographic below which is helpful in explaining
behaviours and needs of children.

Relating to the feelings and meeting the needs that
drive a child's behaviour

The chart focuses on identifying the underlying feelings and unmet
needs relating to out of balance behaviour. It’s useful for parents,
teachers and practitioners alike! When we focus solely on the
behaviour, we can miss the opportunity to tune in to and hence
support children on an emotional level. This approach is way more
effective than using punishments or enforcing consequences.
Lockdown has been tough: Right now, everyone is struggling,
parents, teachers and children alike. There seems to be no off
switch to parenting, we are constantly on, constantly there, at
home.



When a parent or practitioner truly involves themselves in their
children's play, a child feels worthy of their parents' time. Zero
distractions, just play time. If you allow yourself to be that child again,
just enjoy the moment. Creating a bond with your child or a child you
are working with is priceless. Allowing yourself to be playful again,
shows children that you can be fun, you ARE fun!

➢ If you are finding it impossible to find “free time”, start with as little
as 10 minutes per day and work your way up. Children will resolve
their pain with a parents or carer givers help and support through play
as long as both are regulated.
➢ For a child to feel calm and regulated they need to have gained
trust from their main caregiver, this in turn will help them develop
relationships. To be able to express their emotions as they get older
comes from a connection made by a care giver during an interaction
with the child; seeing the emotion and naming it.
➢ Overtime, the child will learn how they are feeling and express it
through words when they reach that developmental mild stone of
verbal communication. This is an intentional two-way communication
process between child and care giver over time, developing on from
the previous developmental stage.



Try this Activity out!

Instead of buying a bottle of bubbles, why not make your own!
• Water
• Washing up liquid
• Bowl / saucepan / basin
• Straws

Method:
Pour in water. Squeeze in washing up liquid. Take a deep
breath and blow through a straw.

Added excitement to this activity:
Add food colouring / paint then pop the bubbles with different
parts of your body

Emotional Regulation Activity..
Learning emotion regulation skills is a powerful way to enhance
wellbeing and help young people navigate the sometimes-choppy
waters of their experience. A lovely activity to do with a child is to
simply blow bubbles. This activity shows 9 therapeutic power of play
at work. It facilitates communication, by direct teaching and it fosters
emotional wellness by being cathartic and releasing positive
emotions. The simplicity of blowing bubbles is a stress inoculator. It
also increases personal strengths by being a creative problem solving
activity to do, helping the child to self regulate (by taking deep
breaths) and it increases self esteem by mastering the blowing of
bubbles and popping them.



About the author
My name is Deirdre O’Reilly and I am a Play Therapist based in
Killeshandra, Co Cavan, Ireland. I run a private practice from my
home, dealing with clients who have mild to moderate behavioural
issues. Play has changed my life, my relationship with my own
children and given me a sense of (my) self. You can follow me on
Facebook or Instagram by looking up Communication Through
Play. Happy play days 😊 

Enjoy this blog? Do you have top tips that you would like to share?
Join in the conversation, add your pictures, or just chat with us at:

Facebook @ThriveOutdoorsScot,
Twitter @Thrive_Outdoors 

Our handy hints and tips on #OutdoorPlay
https://www.inspiringscotland.org.uk/thrive/

 
Loose parts toolkit:

www.inspiringscotland.org.uk/publication/scotlands-play-
ranger-toolkit/


